"Are conflicts making us hungry? Evidence from farmer-herdsmen conflicts in rural Nigeria"

In Nigeria, the threat to sustainable food production is worsened by the ongoing farmer-herdsmen conflict in agrarian communities. To evaluate the impact of the conflict on food security and production decisions, we extend the household production model by introducing three variables: risk perception, severity and incidence of conflict. In three essays the following impacts are evaluated:

(i) the incidence and severity of conflict on household food security;
(ii) risk perception on household production decisions; and
(iii) social diversity on risk perception.

A multistage sampling technique is used to collect data from 401 rural households in two geopolitical zones in Nigeria. In essay one, we evaluate the influence of the incidence and severity of conflict on household food security by employing a two-staged residual inclusion model and conclude that only severity of conflict reduces household food security. Essay two is in progress and develops a risk perception index to evaluate how farmers’ risk perception influence their use of fertiliser and pesticide. The results provide policy insights to combat any disruption of agrarian systems and highlight the need for policy interventions for protecting vulnerable groups from hunger and malnutrition in conflict-prone regions across the world.
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